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National Aquatic Environmental Chemistry Group (NAECG) 

 

Via Teams 

Minutes of 8th NAECG Meeting, 28/09/2021 

 

Attendees:  Pat Byrne, EPA (PB), Chair 

Simon O’Toole, EPA (SOT) 

Caroline Bowden, EPA (CB-EPA) 

Lorraine Currivan, EPA  (LG) 

Darragh Cunningham, EPA (DC) 

Brendan McHugh, Marine Institute (BMcH) 

Evin McGovern, Marine Institute (EM) 

Mairead Fitzsimons (MF), GSI  

Donal Grant, Dept. of Housing, Local Government & Heritage (DG)  

Lorraine Gaston, Irish Water (LG) 

Kenneth Conroy, Pesticide Registration Division, DAFM (KC) 

Conor Murphy, Southern Scientific (CM) for opening section of meeting 

 

Apologies: Colin Byrne, Dept. of Housing, Local Government & Heritage 

Ray Thomas, Northern Ireland Environment Agency 

Paula Tracey, Waterways Ireland 

 

All presentations are available on the EPA’s Sharefile service:  

https://epaireland.sharefile.com/home/shared/focb35b1-33bb-4c2f-ac66-3bf867179833 

 

Welcome and Introductions: 

PB welcomed the group to the meeting and introduced Conor Murphy, Chief Scientific 

Officer from Southern Scientific Services Ltd., who is carrying out the work for Work Package 

3 of the Specific Pollutants review.  He gave a presentation providing background to his 

company and their approach to WP3.  The presentation is available on Sharefile. 

1. Approval of minutes 

The minutes of the 7th NAECG meeting were approved without amendment.  Under matters 

arising there was a brief discussion about wider circulation of the reports on WP1 and WP2, 

but it was decided to wait until all work packages are concluded. LG suggested issuing an 

update on work done to date, but the group needs to decide where/how to issue such an  

update.  

Action: PB, CB, SOT and DG to consider this further   

https://epaireland.sharefile.com/home/shared/focb35b1-33bb-4c2f-ac66-3bf867179833
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2. Update on current River Basin Specific Pollutants Project (CB-EPA)  

This project comprises four Work Packages (WP) and CB gave an outline of the work done in 

WP1 and WP2 (now complete) and the plans for WP3 (available on Sharefile).  

BMcH remarked that substances that are significant (or not) in the marine environment should 

also be considered, SOT replied that non-target screening may help address this, and while 

the NORMAN network hasn’t set clear criteria on NTS use, BMcH has information that may be 

of use in this regard. 

Action: BMcH to circulate this information  

DC wondered about removing Diazinon from the list of Specific Pollutants, as recommended 

in WP1, CB replied that the recommendations from WP1 & 2 would be considered by NAECG, 

but not necessarily followed. 

Action: CB to send WP1 & 2 reports to DC 

3. Monitoring Proposals for WFD and Interactions with NAECG (BMcH) 

BMcH gave a presentation on the Marine Institute’s Monitoring Plan for Chemical 

Substances in Transitional and Coastal Waters  and invited inputs from the group on a 

possible role for NAECG.  This presentation is on Sharefile, as is the draft document 

supporting the presentation.  

There was also a brief discussion on developing criteria for selection or deselection of 

substances of concern for monitoring.  A collaborative approach with inputs from all 

members of NAECG would help improve the robustness of any decisions taken. 

Action: BMcH to work with individual members of the group in developing the 

“selection/deselection” process before the next meeting, taking into consideration 

other wider EU proposals as noted by Donal.  

4. Update on EC matters and relevant changes (DG)  

Draft dossiers on proposed new PS (with associated EQS) are being circulated for comment at 

the moment, as is a draft document on criteria for deselection of existing Priority Substances.  

The deadline for comments (to DG or Cara O’Loughlin to feed into national position) is quite 

tight – 6th and 11th October respectively.  Cara O’Loughlin will be attending the Water 

Framework Directive Common Implementation Strategy Working Group Chemicals (WFD CIS 

WG Chem) on October 21st (email regarding the working group meeting circulated after the 

NAECG meeting). 

5. Future work activities of NAECG – Draft RBMP (DG)   

DG reminded the group that NAECG was set up as the second River Basin Management Plan 

was being prepared, and the draft RBMP3 makes specific reference to the group’s work.  
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Among the areas that NAECG could develop are data sharing and the development of EQSs 

for shellfish waters.  He invited suggestions from members of NAECG on other work areas that 

could be developed during the life of RBMP3. 

LC did work on Chemical Analysis Capability and Capacity in Ireland identifying the analytical 

capability available within NAECG and a presentation on this work is available on Sharefile 

(29th Sept 2020 folder). 

Action: All to send suggestions for work ideas to PB in advance of next meeting, during 

which they can be discussed. 

6. Date of Next Meeting: March 2022 – date tbc 


